
Doubts raised
about COVID 
patent waiver
GENEVA: The EU, Britain and Japan continued to
voice doubts at the WTO on Monday about a pro-
posed intellectual property waiver on COVID-19
products such as vaccines, a Geneva trade official
said. Proposals to initiate text-based discussions on
an IP waiver, rather than more general talks, gained
traction at an informal meeting of the World Trade
Organization’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of IP Rights (TRIPS) council, the official said.

The United States, China, Ukraine and New
Zealand have thrown their weight behind the bid to
waive certain TRIPS provisions relating to the med-
ical prevention, containment or treatment tools
needed to batt le COVID-19, said the off ic ia l .
However, some members “continued to express
doubts about the convenience of starting negotia-
tions and asked for more time” to analyze the pro-
posal, the official said.

They included the European Union, Australia,
Brazil, Britain, Japan, Norway, Singapore, South
Korea, Switzerland and Taiwan. Agreements at the

WTO require the consensus backing of all 164 mem-
ber states. India and South Africa came forward with
the original idea in October. They have submitted a
revised proposal, which currently has the express
support of 63 WTO members.

The new text which they and other backers have
circulated says the waiver should apply not only to
vaccines, but to treatments, diagnostics, medical
devices and protective equipment, along with the
material and components needed to produce them.
It also says the waiver should last for “at least three
years” from the date it takes effect, following which
the WTO’s General  Counci l  should determine
whether it should be prolonged.

Differences on IP importance 
The trade official said differences continued on

the question of whether, and to what extent, IP pro-
tection was holding up the goal of beating the pan-
demic, and about the use and potential improvement
of existing flexibilities within the TRIPS terms.
Questions were also raised on the duration and ter-
mination of the proposed waiver, the official said.

The United States said it was open to text-
based talks on any proposal that could address the
immediate need for increased vaccine production
and distribution, the official said. China said that as
the initial proposal had been laid down in October,
it was time to move to the next stage, the official

added. Pakistan, Argentina, Bangladesh, Egypt,
Indonesia and Kenya were among the countries
that expressed the need to start negotiations, said
the official.

Meanwhile the EU said the immediate goal should
be ramping up production alongside measures such
as lifting export restrictions for vaccine ingredients.
Switzerland, also home to major pharmaceutical
firms, said WTO members should explore ways to
use the flexibilities within TRIPS rather than waiving
them altogether, the trade official said. The TRIPS
Council will hold a formal meeting on June 8-9.

More than 1.9 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccines
have been injected in at least 213 territories around
the world, according to an AFP count. Just 0.3 per-
cent have been administered in the 29 lowest-income
countries, home to nine percent of the world’s popu-
lation. Proponents argue the temporary removal of
IP rights will boost production in developing coun-
tries and address the dramatic inequity in access.

That notion has long met with fierce opposition
from pharmaceutical giants and their host countries,
which insisted patents were not the main roadblocks
to scaling up production and warned the move could
hamper innovation. The positions appeared to shift
earlier this month, when Washington came out in
support of a global patent waiver for vaccines, with
other long-time opponents voicing openness to dis-
cuss the matter. —AFP

China tutoring groups fined millions

South Africa
jobless rate 
hits new high
PRETORIA: South Africa’s unemployment rate
climbed to its highest level on record in the
first quarter, official data showed yesterday, as
the country reels from the coronavirus pan-
demic. The jobless rate rose to 32.6 percent in
the first three months of the year, compared to
32.5 percent in the previous quarter. 

It is the highest figure on record since the
start of South Africa’s quarterly labor force
survey in 2008, said statistician-general
Risenga Maluleke. The number of jobless peo-
ple rose by 8,000 to 7.2 million from the
fourth quarter of 2020. The job losses were
largely registered in the construction and
agricultural sectors.

The expanded definition of unemployment -
people who are employable but have given up
looking for work - rose by 0.6 percentage
points to 43.2 percent. Young people have
been particularly badly hit, with the unem-
ployment rate among those aged 15 to 34
years old exceeding 46 percent. South Africa’s
economy, which contracted by seven percent
in 2020, is still reeling from the knock-on
effects of rolling restrictions to stem the
spread of COVID-19.

The stifled economic activity bled hundreds
of thousands of jobs. The African continent’s
most industrialised economy was already in
recession when the coronavirus hit last March.
It is Africa’s hardest hit by COVID-19, with
over 1.6 million infections, including more than
56,000 fatalities. The unemployment rate in
South Africa has remained above 20 percent
for at least two decades. —AFP
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BEIJING: Fifteen tutoring firms have been
hammered with millions of dollars of fines over
alleged fraud, Chinese state media said yester-
day, as the government’s chastening of the
tech sector seeps into the private education
businesses. 

The groups, including major brands like
Zuoyebang, which counts Al ibaba as an
investor, and Tencent-backed Yuanfudao, were
hit with fines amounting to 36.5 million yuan
($5.7 million).

After issuing fines and warnings to tech
companies spanning e-commerce, gaming,
video streaming and food deliveries, Beijing
has in recent days turned its attention towards
tutoring start-ups, many of them online. The
penalties follow a warning by President Xi
Jinping in March of problems in the education
sector, including excessive pressure on young
students.

A number of potential initial public offerings
for companies running learning apps have
since ground to a halt, reported Bloomberg
News on Monday, naming both Zuoyebang and
Yuanfudao among those that were holding off
preparations. The education ministry also plans

to create a division overseeing private educa-
tion platforms, the report added.

Yesterday, China’s market watchdog said an
investigation into the 15 institutions - which
include online apps - alleged they had engaged
in “false advertising”, with many also found to
have conducted “price fraud”. For example,
Bond Education is accused of inflating a pack-
age of trial classes to 420 yuan and offering it
at an apparent discount of 12 yuan, state
broadcaster CCTV reported.

Among other wrongdoings were “fabricating
teacher qualifications, exaggerating the effects
of training... and fabricating user reviews”,
according to the State Administration for
Market Regulation. The services aimed to
induce parents  to fork over money, said
regulators. 

This follows similar practices by Zuoyebang
and Yuanfudao that authorities flagged in May,
including a false claim by Zuoyebang of a col-
laboration with the United Nations. Intense
competition starting from a young age has
amped up the pressure on China’s parents to
pay extra to get their children ahead in the
congested education system. —AFP

Sri Lanka ship 
fire extinguished 
after 13 days
COLOMBO: A fire aboard a cargo ship off Sri
Lanka carrying hundreds of tons of chemicals,
plastics and cosmetics was finally extinguished
yesterday after a 13-day international operation,
the navy said. In Sri Lanka’s worst marine eco-
logical disaster, huge volumes of microplastic
granules from the ship’s containers have inun-
dated beaches, forcing a fishing ban and a major
clean-up involving thousands of troops.

Experts from Dutch salvage company SMIT
boarded the MV X-Press Pearl and reported
massive flooding of the engine rooms. The
Singapore-registered vessel caught fire on May
20 when it was about to enter the Colombo port.
Navy spokesman Captain Indika de Silva said
the stern of the 186-metre (610-feet) long con-
tainer carrier had gone down by about a metre
because of the flooding.

“It is not unusual for the vessel to trim by aft
(tilt to the rear) when water sprayed on deck
settles in the engine room,” Silva told AFP. He
said the spraying of water was stopped to pre-

vent further flooding, but some areas of the ship
were still too hot to carry out a complete exami-
nation of the vessel.

However, navy divers were carrying out
examinations under the water line to ensure that
there were no cracks in the hull to undermine the
integrity of the ship, which is also carrying 278
tons of bunker oil and 50 tons of gasoil. Sri
Lanka’s navy was joined by India’s coastguard
and tugs brought in by SMIT to battle the flames
which destroyed most of the nearly 1,500 con-
tainers the vessel was carrying.

The three-month-old ship had 25 tons of
nitric acid and other chemicals as well as 28
containers of plastic raw material, much of which
fell into the sea. Marine Environment Protection
Authority chief Dharshani Lahandapura said
they were still assessing the ecological damage,
but believed it was the “worst ever in my life-
time”.

The MEPA chief said the crew apparently
knew of a nitric acid leak on May 11, long before
the vessel entered Sri Lankan water en route to
Malaysia and Singapore. Sri Lanka began a
criminal investigation Monday into the fire and
the marine pollution.

Police spokesman Ajith Rohana said the cap-
tain and chief engineer, both Russian nationals,
had been questioned for 14 hours since Monday.
The third officer, an Indian national, was also

questioned at length, he said. “We are seeking
advice from the attorney general on the next
steps,” Rohana said, adding that the 25-member
crew who were evacuated from the vessel on
May 25 were still in quarantine.

The ship was heading to Colombo from
Gujarat, India. It had previously visited Qatar
and Dubai from where the containers of nitric
acid had been loaded. Sri Lankan authorities
suspect the acid leak triggered the fire. A Sri
Lankan court yesterday ordered the passports
to be impounded of the three senior crewmen
pending further investigations.  —AFP

Government scrutiny grows of private education businesses

HANDAN, China: Elementary school students draw a picture on International Children’s Day in Handan in
northern Hebei province yesterday. —AFP

Smoke billows from the Singapore-registered container
ship MV X-Press Pearl in the sea off Colombo Harbor in this
May 30, 2021 photo. —AFP

Canada economy 
grew 5.6% in Q1
OTTAWA: Canada’s economy grew at an annualized
rate of 5.6 percent in the first three months of 2021,
the government statistical agency said yesterday.
Its strength was in part due to low mortgage rates
fueling strong demand for housing, continued gov-
ernment COVID aid to households and businesses,
and an improved jobs market, Statistics Canada said
in a release.

The figure, however, was about a percentage
point lower than analysts had forecast, following a
revised 9.3 percent uptick in GDP in the previous
quarter. “Canada’s economy managed to shrug off a
case of COVID in the winter, only to succumb to a
harsher wave of the same disease in the spring,”
CIBC Economics analyst Avery Shenfeld said in a
research note.

Still, growth was “healthy” in the quarter, he said,

pointing to strong price gains, and Canadians staying
in the country with reduced winter travel abroad
helping to give a boost to “mediocre consumer
spending”. According to Statistics Canada, the econ-
omy got a boost from a sharp increase in prices for
construction materials and energy used in Canada
and exported, as well as increased wages - notably in
construction and information and cultural industries.

Housing investments continued to rise for a third
consecutive quarter, leading the recovery, but adding
tens of billions of dollars in Canadians’ residential
mortgage debts. Outlays for new vehicles, comput-
ers, games, toys and hobbies, as well as sports and
camping equipment rose, but declined for clothing
and footwear.

As consumers spent more time at home during the
pandemic, spending on food and alcoholic beverages
also increased. Shenfeld noted that Canadians
amassed significant savings during the pandemic, up
13 percent in the first quarter, but “that money won’t
be spent just yet,” he said, as public health restric-
tions were still in place in much of the country head-
ing into the second quarter.

“Investors will already be looking past Q2, with
hopes that vaccinations will pave the way for much
stronger growth again in the second half of the year,”
Shenfeld said, after lockdowns were a drag on April
growth. —AFP

FORT MCMURRAY, Canada: In this file photo, houses under
construction are seen at a property development in this oil
sands-rich boomtown in Alberta on Oct 24, 2009. —AFPNestle eyes 

new strategy 
ZURICH: Global food giant Nestle said Monday it was
developing a new nutrition strategy after the Financial
Times reported on an internal document showing that most
of its food and drinks were unhealthy. An internal presenta-
tion circulated among top executives earlier this year had
revealed that more than 60 percent of Nestle’s mainstream
food and drinks portfolio did not meet “recognized defini-
tion of health”, the British business daily reported.

The presentation, seen by the FT, revealed that only 37
percent of Nestle’s food and beverages by revenues (not
including products like pet food, baby food and specialized
medical nutrition) achieved a rating of over 3.5 under
Australia’s five-star health rating system. Nestle, owner of
everything from chocolate to coffee and baby food brands,
has for several years been reorganizing its activities to focus
more on health and wellness as consumers increasingly
snub frozen pizzas and sugary drinks.

The Swiss company has among other things been mak-
ing a major push in vegetarian and vegan products. “We
have made significant improvements to our products,” the
Nestle presentation said, according to the FT. But, it added,
“our portfolio still underperforms against external defini-
tions of health in a landscape where regulatory pressure
and consumer demands are skyrocketing.” 

A Nestle spokeswoman told AFP the company was cur-
rently “working on a company-wide project to update its
pioneering nutrition and health strategy”. “We are looking
at our entire portfolio across the different phases of peo-
ple’s lives to ensure our products are helping meet their
nutritional needs and supporting a balanced diet,” she said.
The initial focus, she added, would be on “assessing the part
(of) our food and beverage portfolio that can be measured
against external nutrition profiling systems,” like the
Australian system. —AFP


